
SEM IV – PII(MCQS)  

* Form factor of AC signal is equal to ____________. 
   a) 0.707   b) 1.414   c) 1. 11  d) 2.142 
* Average value of an AC voltage over full cycle is ________. 
      a) 1.414   b) one  c) zero  d) 0.5 
* In pure inductive circuit _____________. 
    a) current lags behind the e. m. f. by 90⁰    b) current is in phase with e. m. f.  
    c) current leads the e. m. f. by 90⁰  d) current is out of phase with e. m. f. 
* In an AC circuit power is dissipated in ____________. 
    a) in source b) inductance only  c) resistance only d) capacitance only 
* Impedance Z of L-R circuit is equal to  ____________.  
    (Symbols in the options have their usual meanings) 
    a) R × jωL   b) R +jωL  c)R / jωL  d) L+ jω R    
* In a parallel LCR circuit, current is _________ at resonance. 
     a) leading the voltage by an angle of 90⁰    b) maximum   c) minimum 
     d) lagging behind the voltage by an angle of 90⁰  
* Quality factor of LCR circuit represents _____________. 
    a) Sharpness of resonance   b) bandwidth c) impedance of the circuit  d) Power factor  
* In an AC circuit, input voltage is 2 V peak. Its RMS value is ___________. 
   a) 0.707 V  b) 1.414 V  c) 1.00 V d) 2.48V 
* In a series CR circuit phase angle is equal to ______. 
    a) tan-1 (Rω/C)  b) tan-1 (1/ω C R) c) tan¯¹(R/ωC)   a) tan¯¹(ωC/R)   
*  The frequency of series LCR circuit at resonance is _________. 

        A. √     B. √     C.     D. 
√

 

*. The root mean square (r. m. s.) value of AC e. m. f. is ________. 
      a) E₀/2  b) E₀/4  c)0.707E₀   d)1.41E₀ 
*. Average value of an AC current over half cycle is ________. 
      a) zero   b) 2I₀/π  c)I₀/2  d)I₀/2π  
* In pure Capacitive circuit _____________. 
      a) current lags behind the e. m. f. by 90⁰    b) current is in phase with e. m. f.  
      c) current leads the e. m. f. by 90⁰  d) current is out of phase with e. m. f. 
* If φ is a phase angle between e. m. f. and ac current then power factor is determined 
       by ____________.  
       a) cos φ   b) sin φ  c) tan φ  d) cot φ 
* Impedance Z of C-R circuit is equal to  ____________.  
      (Symbols in the options have their usual meanings) 
      a) R × jωC  b) R- jωC  c)R +(1/jωC)  d)R /( jωC) 
*. In a series LCR circuit, current is _________ at resonance. 
      a) maximum  b) minimum  c) leading the voltage by an angle of 90⁰   
      d) out of phase with e. m. f. 
 
*. Bandwidth of LCR series circuit is =___________. 



      a) R/L  b) R/2L  c)R/πL d)R/2πL  
*. In an AC circuit, input voltage is 1 V peak. Its RMS value is ___________. 
     a) 0.707 V  b) 1.414 V  c) 1.00 V d) 2.48V 
*. In a series LR circuit phase angle is equal to ______. 
      a) tan-1(Rω/L)  b)tan-1(ωL/R)   c)tan-1(R/ωL)  d)tan-1(1/RωL) 
*.   When two A.C. waves are passing one  after other, the relative position of one with  
        respect to the other is called _________.   
       a) Amplitude  b) phase  c)time-period  d)wavelength 
*. Form factor η  is defined as ________. 
      a) sum of r. m. s. and average values of the ac current  b) difference between r. m. s.  
          and average values of the ac current   c) product of r. m. s. and average values of  
          the ac current  d) ratio of r. m. s.  value to average value of the ac current 
*. Average power delivered by AC source over a full cycle in pure inductive or capacitive    
       circuit is ___________. 
      a) zero  b) V(r. m. s.)•I(r. m. s.)  c)V(r. m. s.)•I(r. m. s.)/2  d) V(r. m. s.)+ I(r. m. s.) 
*.  Q- factor of LCR series circuit is = __________.(symbols have their usual meanings) 
        a)  f₀  • (f₂ -  f₁ )  b)  (f₂ -  f₁ )/f₀  c)f₀  / (f₂ -  f₁ )  f₁ /(f₂ - f₀ ) 
*. When Q-factor of a circuit is high, then, 

        a) Power factor of the circuit is high   b) impedance is high c) Bandwidth is large  
        d) resistance is high 
*   In a circuit if a current leads the e. m. f. by 900 then the circuit is _______. 
        a) inductive  b) capacitive  c) series LR d) resistive 

*. An AC source is specified by V=2 sin100t frequency is connected to a series connection of a  
       capacitor of 1μF and resistance of 10KΩ. The maximum voltage is across capacitor is 
        __________ 
        a) 0.707 V   b) 1.414 V  c) 1.00 V d) 2.48V 
*. An AC source is connected to single inductance in series. The reactance of inductance is 
      equal to  ____________. (Symbols in the options have their usual meanings) 
       a) jω/L   b) jL/ω   c) jωL   d) 1/jωL 
*. The parallel LCR circuit is called as ___________circuit. 
      a) acceptor  b) rejecter  c)  resistive  d) inductive 

       a) R increases  b) L increases  c) R decreases d) both R  and L increases 
*. In a dc Wheatst  one b ridge, condition of balancing bridge is ___________. 
   (Symbols in the options have their usual meanings) 
    a) R₁ +R₄ = R₂ -R₃    b) R₁ R₂= R₃ R₄   c) R₁ - R₃ = R₂ -R₄   d) R₁ R₄  = R₂R₃  
*. In a general AC bridge, When _____________, the bridge is balanced. 
    a) θ₁+θ₄ =θ₃+ θ₂  b) θ₁θ₄ =θ₃θ₂   c)θ₁/θ₄ =θ₃/θ₂   d)θ₁-θ₄ =θ₃-θ₂ 
*. Maxwell's inductance bridge is used to determine unknown______. 
   a) frequency  b) inductance  c) resistance  d) capacitance  
*. Components of DeSauty's Capacitance bridge are ______ 
     a) LC network in one arm of the bridge b) Resistances in all four arms of the bridge 
     c) Resistances and inductances in same branch of AC bridge     



     d) Resistances and capacitances in two adjacent arms 
*. __________ bridge is also called as RC frequency bridge. 
   a) Hay’s   b) Wein   c) Maxwell L/C bridge  d) Maxwell inductance bridge. 
*. In Hay's bridge, L-R and C-R network are connected in ________  of the bridge. 
   a) one of the arms  b) two adjacent arms  c) are connected outside the bridge  
  d) two opposite arms 
*. In Wein bridge if R₁ =R₂ = 10KΩ and C₁ =C₂ = 0.1μF, frequency of the bridge is found  
     as     ___________. 
      a) 1592 Hz    b) 15.96 Hz     c) 159.2 Hz    d)  15.92 kHz 
*. Under balance condition, the current flowing through the detector is equal to____________. 
    a) Sum of the current flowing in the adjacent arms   b) 0A   c) 1A   
    d) difference of the current flowing in the adjacent arms 
*. In a dc Wheatstone bridge, bridge is balanced when ___________. 
    (Symbols in the options have their usual meanings) 
    a) R₁ +R₄ = R₂ -R₃    b)R₁/ R₂= R₃/ R₄   c) R₁ - R₃ = R₂ -R₄   d) R₁  R₂= R₃  R₄ 
*. In a general AC bridge, When _____________, the bridge is balanced. 
      a) Z₁+Z₄ =Z₃+Z₂  b) Z₁Z₄ =Z₃Z₂  c) Z₁/Z₄ =Z₃/Z₂  d) Z₁-Z₄ =Z₃-Z₂ 
*. In Maxwell's inductance bridge condition of balancing the bridge is independent  
      of____________ 
      a) only resistances of the circuit b) frequency of ac source c) inductances of the circuit 
      d) both resistances and inductances of the circuit 
*. Hay's bridge is suitable for the measurement of inductance of coils with Q- factor 
        _____________. 
       a) greater than 10   b) less than 1 c) less than 10  d) between 1 and 10 
*. A Wein bridge consists of ____________ network in two neighboring arms for 
      determining the frequency of the bridge. 
     a) LR b) LC  c)RC  d) L/C 
*. In Maxwell L/C bridge, unknown inductance L is equal to __________.  
      (Symbols have their usual meanings) 
      a) C₂R₁R₄  b) C₂R₁/R₄  c) C₂/(R₁R₄)  d) C₂+R₁R₄ 
*. In De Sauty's bridge, balancing condition is obtained when R₁ =10KΩ R₂ = 5KΩ    
      and C₁ = 0.1μF, unknown value of capacitance C₂. = ___________ 
      a) 2 μF   b) 0.5μF  c) 0.2μF  d) 5μF 

*. At balance condition, In general A. C. bridge, the sum of phase angles of one pair of   
       opposite impedances _________sum of the phase angles of the other pair of opposite  
      impedances. 
      a) equal to   b) greater than   c) less than  d)not equal to 
*. A general AC bridge is said to be balanced if detector current  __________. 
      a) is maximum  b) has unit value c) varies between one and maximum value  d)is zero 
*. Hay's bridge is particularly useful for measuring ________. 
      a) self inductance b) capacitance c) dielectric loss  
      d) inductive impedance with large phase angle 
*.   Maxwell L/C bridge consists of __________ network in opposite arm of unknown   



       inductance network. 
      a) LR b) LC c) RC  d) L/C 
*. In De Sauty's bridge, balancing condition is obtained when R₁ =5KΩ R₂ = 10KΩ and  
      C₁ = 0.1μF, unknown value of capacitance C₂. = ___________ 
      a) a) 2 μF  b) 0.05μF c) 0.5μF  d)0.2μF 
*. At balance condition, In general A. C. bridge, the product of impedances one pair of    
      opposite impedances is_________ other pair of opposite impedances. 
      a) equal to product of   b) greater than ratio of   c) less than product of  d) equal to sum of 
*. ___________ bridge is mainly used to determine frequency in terms of known 
       resistances and capacitances. 
*. In a general AC bridge, when Z₁Z₄ =Z₃Z₂, then __________is heard in the headphone  
      which is an AC detector. 
      a) maximum sound   b) minimum sound   c) no sound  
      d) sometimes maximum sometimes minimum 
*. In De Sauty's bridge, balancing condition is obtained when R₁ =1.1KΩ R₂ = 1.65KΩ and  
      C₁ = 0.33μF, unknown value of capacitance C₂. = ___________ 
      a) 0.22 μF  b) 0.33 μF  c) 0.15 μF  d)0.11 μF 
*. In a circuit if current leads the e. m f. by  90⁰ then the circuit is  _____________. 
      a) Inductive  b) Capacitive  c) resistive  d) series L-R 
*. The electrostatic force between the two charges is proportional to__________. 
    a) square of two charges    b) distance between two charges    c) sum of two charges   
    d) product of  two charges 
*. Coulomb's law can only be applied when charges are __________. 
      a) at rest and are in arbitrary shape. b) in motion and are in arbitrary shape  
      c) in motion and are point charges.  d) at rest and are point charges 
*. The net force on a given charge is the __________of all individual forces exerted by all     
     charges on the given charge. 
     a) vector sum  b) vector product   c) scalar product   d) ratio 
*. Surface charge density is defined as _________________. 
     a) total charge of a surface per unit length  b) total charge of a surface per unit area 
     c) total charge of a surface per unit volume d) the total charge of a surface 
*. Unit of electric field is ___________. 
    a) N/m  b) N/C  c) Nm  d) N/m 
*. The electric field inside a spherical shell of uniform charge density is ____________. 
     a) zero  b) constant , having finite value c) directly proportional to the distance  
        from the center   d) inversely proportional to the distance from the center  
*. Electric potential at a point in the field is _________of electric field intensity from infinity  
    to that point 
    a) double integral b) line integral  c) negative of line integral d) negative of double integral 
*. Three equal charges of values +q Coulomb are arranged at the corners of equilateral  
     triangle of side 'a', their mutual potential energy is ____________.  
     a) ½ (q²/4πε₀a)  b)4πε₀q²/a  c)3q²/4πε₀a  d)(3/2)(q²/4πε₀a) 
*.  The electric force between two charges  is equal to product of two charges and inverse of  



     square of distances between two charges. This is called  _____. 
     a) Ampere's law  b) Coulomb's law   c) Newton's second law  d) Biot- Savart's law 
*. The unit of permittivity of the vacuum ε₀ is _____. 
       a) mC²/N  b) C²/Nm²  c) m²/CN²  d) Nm²/C² 
*. The electrostatic force between the two charges is  proportional to__________. 
       a) square of two charges    b) distance between two charges    c) product of  two charges 
       d) product of two charges and inverse of square of distances between two charges 
* Coulomb's law can not be applied to _______. 
     a) charges at rest   b) charges in motion and in arbitrary shape c) point charges.  
     d) point charges which are far away. 
*. The net force on a given charge is the vector sum of all individual forces exerted by    
       all charges on the given charge, this is called ____________. 
      a) energy conservation principle  b) superposition principle   
      c) momentum conservation principle  d) Coulomb's law 
*. Linear charge density is defined as _________________. 
      a) total charge of a surface per unit length  b) total charge of a surface per unit area   
      c) total charge of a surface per unit volume 
*. The electric field is defined as___________. 
      a) charge / electric force b) electric force / charge  c) charge × electric force   
      d) work done/ charge 
*. The electric field at a point 'r' distance from the sphere of uniform charge density  
       is ____________. 
       a) zero  b) constant , having finite value    c) directly proportional to the square of  
          the distance  from the Centre  c) directly proportional to the square of the distance   
          from the Centre 
*. _____________ at a point in the field is negative of line integral of electric field   
      intensity from infinity to that point. 
      a) electric force b) electric potential  c) electric work done d) electrostatic energy 
*. Three  charges of values +q, -q and +2q Coulombs respectively, are arranged at the  
      corners of equilateral triangle of side 'a', their mutual potential energy is equal to    
       ____________.   
     a) ½ (q²/4πε₀ a)  b)(-q²)/(4πε₀a) c)3q²/(4πε₀a) d)(3/2)(-q²/4πε₀a) 
*.  Volume charge density is defined as _________________. 
       a) total charge of a surface per unit length   b) total charge of a surface per unit area  
       c) total charge of a surface per unit volume  d) the total charge of a surface 
*. The electric force in terms of electric field is defined as___________. 
      a) charge / electric field  b) electric field / charge  c) charge × electric field  
      d) work done in electric field/ charge 
*. Electric field E is = ________ 
      a) ∇×V   b) ∇•V   c) -∇V  d) ∫V dl 

*. Three charges of values +q, -2q and +2q Coulombs respectively, are arranged at the corners 
      of equilateral triangle of side 'a', their mutual potential energy is equal to  ____________.    
      a) 4(-q²/4πε₀ a)  b)-2q²/(4πε₀a)  c)3q²/(4πε₀a)  d)(5/2)(-q²/4πε₀a) 



*. A charged wire of length L consists of net charge Q so its Linear charge density λ is =  
       _________________. 
       a) Q.L   b) Q/L  c)  L/ Q  d) 1/Q.L 
*. The region around a charge q in which it exerts a force on a test charge is  
       called_______________. 
       a) electric field  b) electric potential c) electric force  d) electric field intensity 
*. The electric field at a point  outside the sphere 'r' distance from the  sphere of  radius 'R'   
       and having uniform charge density ρ ,  is  E(r)= ____________. 
       a) zero  b) ρR³/3∈₀r²  c) ρr²/3∈₀R³  d) 3∈₀R³/ρr² 

*. Three charges of values -40μC, 10μC and 20μC  are arranged at the corners of  
       equilateral triangle of side 1m, their mutual potential energy is equal to  ____________. 
       a) -9J  b) 3J  c) -8J   d) 4J 
*. Lorentz force is  �⃗� =_______. 

a). 𝑞�⃗� + 𝑞(𝑣 ⃗  × 𝐵)   b).  𝑞�⃗� − 𝑞(𝑣 ⃗  × 𝐵)   c). 
⃗

(  ⃗ × ⃗)
    d). �⃗�(𝑣 ⃗  × 𝐵)   

*. According to Biot – Savart’s law, the magnetic induction d𝐵 at a point near the current I    

carrying conductor is 𝑑𝐵 =   , here 𝜇  is called as ___________. 

  a) permittivity of  free space  b) permittivity of the medium c) permeability of free space d) 
permeability of the medium     

*. Net force �⃗� acting on charge in combined electric and magnetic field is _________. 

      a) 𝑞�⃗� + 𝑞(𝑣 ⃗  × 𝐵)    b) 𝑞�⃗� − 𝑞(𝑣 ⃗  × 𝐵)    c) 
⃗

(  ⃗ × ⃗)
     d) �⃗�(𝑣 ⃗  × 𝐵)  

 
*. In Fleming left hand rule, forefinger represents magnetic field then center finger  
     shows __________and thumb gives force. 
     a) electric field b) direction of current    c) potential   d) electric force   
*. Magnetic flux is equal to ___________of magnetic field and Area of cross section. 
   a) vector product b) scalar product c) ratio  d) sum 
*. Work done by magnetic field for revolving particle of charge q in a circular path will be  
      __________.  
      a) minimum   b) zero c) one d) maximum  
*.  A straight infinite long conductor produces magnetic field of 3.6 × 10¯⁵ Wb/m² at  
      a perpendicular  distance of 10cm from it. Find the strength of current flowing through it.  
      (Given μ₀ = 4π×10¯⁷ Wb/m² ) 
      a) 18A   b) 18 mA c) 1.8A d)1.8mA 
*. Magnetic field due to circular coil at a point on the axis is _____________. 
     a) proportional to distance 'x' of a point from the center b) inversely proportional to 'x' 
     c) proportional to x² d) inversely proportional to x³ 
*. The magnetic field inside a long straight solenoid which carrying current _____________. 
   a) is same at all points b) is zero c) decreases as we move towards its end   
   d) increases as we move towards its end 
*.  Unit of magnetic field is __________. 



     a) Weber  b) Tesla  c)N/m  d) N/A 

*. In Fleming right hand rule, if forefinger represents magnetic field, center finger  
     shows __________and thumb gives induced current. 
     a) electric field b) direction of current    c) motion of the conductor   d) electric force   
*. According to Biot - Savart law magnetic induction dB is   proportional to __________.  
       (symbols have their usual meanings in below options) 
      a) Idl cosθ /r  b) Idl sinθ /r²   c) Idl cosθ /r²   d) Idl /r 
*. Helmholtz coil produces a ___________ magnetic field. 
     a) zero   b) uniform  c) non-uniform   d) strong 
*. A straight infinite long conductor carries a current of 10A. Calculate magnetic field at  
       a distance of 10cm from the conductor.(Given μ₀ = 4π×10¯⁷ Wb/Am ) 
      a) 2×10-5 Wb/m²  b) 1×10-4 Wb/m²  c) 4×10-5 Wb/m²   d) 20×10-3 Wb/m²  
*. In a circular coil carrying electric current, if number of turns is doubled, the magnetic field 
       is __________. 
       a) halved    b) remains same c) doubled   d) increased four times 
*. ___________ has magnetic field like a magnetic field of a bar magnet. 
      a) current carrying wire   b) current carrying ring    c) current carrying rectangular loop    
      d) current carrying solenoid 
*. _______________ produces magnetic field.  
     a) Static electric charge  b) moving  electric charge  c)moving neutral charge  
    d) a positive and a negative charge separated by a distance 
 
*. ____________ is proportional to number of lines of induction passing through a unit area  
      of cross-section.   
      a) magnetic flux b) magnetic field  c) electric field  d) magnetic force 
*. Magnetic flux Φ = 
      a) B•A cosθ   b) B•A sinθ   c) B•A tanθ  d) B•A cotθ 
*. A particle in the region of electric and magnetic field experiences Lorentz force which is  
     defined as _____________. 
    a) ratio of electric force and magnetic force  b) vector sum of electric and magnetic force  
    c) product of electric and magnetic force  d) Difference between electric and magnetic force 
*. Hold the current carrying conductor in such a way so that  thumb of right hand represents 
      the direction of current and curled finger gives the direction of magnetic field. This is  
      called  ____________. 
      a) Fleming left hand rule b) Fleming right hand rule  c) right hand thumb rule  
      d) Ampere's law  
*. Magnetic field at a point near the current carrying straight wire is proportional to ____. 
      a) current 'I' only b) distance 'x' of that point from the wire  c) 1/x  d) I/x 
*. A circular coil having 500 turns carries a current of 1A. Calculate magnetic field at center of  
      the coil if its radius is 2π×10‾²m. (Given μ₀ = 4π×10¯⁷ Wb/Am ) 
      a) 0.5 Wb/m²  b) 2×10-5Wb/m²  c) 5×10-3Wb/m²   d)20×10-3 Wb/m² 
*. Helmholtz coil consists of two identical coils separated by distance equal to ___________. 
      a) radius of each coil  b) twice of the radius of each coil  c) half the radius of each coil   



      d) quarter the radius of each coil. 
*. For a solenoid of infinite length, the magnetic field at a point on the axis of the solenoid is  
        ________. 
       a) μ₀ N /I  b) μ₀  /NI  c) μ₀ N I  d)  N /μ₀I   
*. Magnetic force is equal to charge q times___________ velocity v of the charge and  
      magnetic field B in which charge is moving. 
      a) vector product b) scalar product c) ratio  d) sum 
*. Which rule do we use to predict the direction of motion of conductor carrying current  
       that will move in a magnetic field? 
       a) Fleming left hand rule  b) Fleming right hand rule  c) Maxwell's right hand rule   
       d) Faraday's left hand rule. 
*. Two identical coils carrying equal electric current I in the same direction separated  
      by distance equal to their radius. This arrangement is called as _________. 
      a) Solenoid  b) Helmholtz coil  c) Toroid  d) Transformer 
*. A straight infinite long conductor carries a current of 10A. Calculate magnetic field at  
      a distance of 10cm from the conductor.(Given μ₀ = 4π×10¯⁷ Wb/Am ) 
      a) 2×10¯⁵ Wb/m²  b) 1×10¯⁵ Wb/m²  c) 4×10¯⁵ Wb/m²  d) 20×10¯⁵ Wb/m²  
*. In a circular coil carrying electric current, if number of turns is doubled, the magnetic field is  
      __________. 
      a) halved   b) remains same  c) doubled   d) increased four times 


